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ALUMINIUM PEDESTRIAN GATE 
ORDER FORM 

(Must be completed in full for order to be accepted). 

Gate Design: 
Vertical infill:   Horizontal infill:   Diagonal infill: 

Colour: 
Standard colours: 

Black (RAL9005):  Grey (RAL7016):    Wood Effect: 

(Vertical and diagonal only)  

Bespoke colour required?:   Please enter paint code - RAL:  

Gate Height: 
Please select from the heights below. Please note, this is the height of the actual gate. You will need 
to allow a further 80mm for the hinges (40mm bottom, 40mm top). 

1600mm                         1800mm                         2000mm                         2200mm 

Gap Width:  
This is NOT the gate size but the gap available for the gate to fit in to. We will calculate the gate size 
required to fit the gap available. Please take three width measurements, top, middle and bottom. 
We will use the shortest of these measurements to ensure the gate fits. 

The fourth measurement is for the height of any existing pillars or posts, or to a point of height 
restriction. Measurement is required from the floor to the top of the pillar/post, or height restriction. 
The gate should be installed with a 50mm gap at the bottom to allow it to open and close without 
catching the floor. 

  
 

  

   

   

  

    



 

Aluminium Posts: 
Posts are available if you do not have walls or posts in place on which to hang the gate and will be 
colour matched to the gate requested. Posts come in standard widths and heights and will need to 
be cut down or buried to suit the gate.  

Post(s) required?: Yes  No 

Quantity:  

Size:  

100mm square post / 2400mm long        150mm square post / 2400mm long 

150mm square post / 3000mm long 

General Information: 
Our aluminium pedestrian gates are supplied with hinges, locking handles (3 keys) and lock keep as 
standard. There is no need to specify opening direction, our gates are universal and can be fitted 
from either side and open in which direction you require. 

Declaration: 
By providing us with these sizes you are committed to ordering the above gate. Once the order has 
been accepted and processed it cannot be cancelled and you will be liable for the full value of the 
order. 

 

Signed:            Print: 

Date:  
 

  

 

  

 

  

 


